
Asadoya Yunta 
 
Asadoya Yunta, a folk song from Okinawa, has been around since early 1700’s as a song of thirty two verses.    The 
following, from the University of Ohio gives a brief history of the song and recording.   
 

Asadoya Yunta (安里ユンタ or 安里屋節) is one of the most widely performed Okinawan songs in recent music 

history.  The song originated from Taketomi Island in the Yaeyama district of Okinawa, Japan. It tells the tale of a young 

and beautiful peasant woman named Kuyama Asato (安里クヤマ) and the advances of a government official. The version 

wide-spread in Okinawa has Kuyama refusing the official as she felt the stability offered by marrying a local man was 
better than the luxurious but short-lived lifestyle of a mistress. However, in the Taketomi Island version, Kuyama ended up 
becoming the official’s mistress. 

 
The song went through several adaptations. In 1934, Nippon Columbia decided to record songs from Okinawa. Apart 
from traditional songs performed in local dialects, the company also wanted to record Okinawan songs in standard 

Japanese so people all over Japan can understand them. As a result, a local poet, Katsu Hoshi (星克 or pseudonym 星迷

鳥) was commissioned to write new lyrics for Asato Yunta in standard Japanese. The new lyrics were more of a love song 

instead of the story of Kuyama Asadoya. In addition to new lyrics, Chōhō Miyara (宮良長包), a music teacher from the 

local school, re-arranged and modernized the melody, and this new version was sometimes called Shin Asadoya Yunta 

(新安里屋ユンタ). 

 

https://library.osu.edu/blogs/japanese/2016/04/08/focus-on-rekion-okinawan-folk-music-asadoya-

yunta-%E5%AE%89%E9%87%8C%E5%B1%8B%E3%83%A6%E3%83%B3%E3%82%BF/ 

OKINAWAN FOLK MUSIC ASADOYA YUNTA (安里屋ユンタ) 

 
After Asadoya Yunta in standard Japanese was released, many people began to create dances for the song and it 
became a popular bon odori.   The version, with tenugui, that we originally learned at Oregon Buddhist Temple from 
Sahomi Tachibana, was from Akita.   The version which we are doing this year (2019) is from Hawaii.   It is based upon a 
version taught by Agnes Higa in roughly 1980 and documented in the book The Japanese Bon Dance in Hawaii by Judy 
Van Zile, Press Pacifica, Hawaii;  1982.   The Hawaii United Okinawa Association each year puts on an Okinawan 
Festival https://www.okinawanfestival.com/ .   A 2014 youtube video of that festival shows the dance being done based upon 
Mrs. Higa’s version but with Okinawan movements.   We are doing an adaptation of that dance (slight change at the end 
of each pattern due to a different recording being used).    The music is very traditional.   
 
Video:   
OBT Leader dance practice video:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D35cS7KbmW8&list=PLkeYL6A2MrBSVoMr2SShTA4C_sbfgvs_G&index=22&t=0s 
 
Dance done at the Okinawan Festival:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpQ7qm-wJug 

 
Lyrics: 
From Gathering of Joy – A History of Bon Odori in Mainland America by Reverend Masao Kodani and the Senshin 
Buddhist Temple, Los Angeles, CA 1999  
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